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I. INTRODUCTION  

Subgraph mining is a hot research field that launches several interesting ideas for researchers 

to work upon it. In this field, graph index construction has paid the great attention, which aim is 

to speed up the query processing in client side [1]. A number of indexing and frequent graphs 

mining methods have been proposed such as Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) [2], Graph Matrix Tree 

(GMTree) [3], Feature Set Index Tree [4], Frequent Structure Tree (FSTree) [5], and Subtree 

patterns [5]. These approaches are very computational cost effective.  

Graph indexes must act as a filter to prune the false candidate set from the result answer set 

in a reasonable cost. At present, query service providers are untrusted and compromised by the 

attackers. Hence, clients received tampered results. When the answer set is retrieved, client does 

not verify the results whether it is right or tampered. To mitigate this issue, Authenticated Query 

Search is invoked as a new idea in graph mining [11], and [12]. In this idea, two properties are 

important to meet i.e. QoS and Security. Blockchain is a new technology that provides the 

security for the decentralized environment. This will completely avoid generating and resulting 

the tampered answer set from the query service providers.  

For the current digitalized world, users are working on the distributed environs i.e. the size of 

graph databases are very huge since graph mining under emerge in various application sources. 

In such distributed environments, subgraph query processing and graph index construction is a 

challenging task. In centralized approach, number of scans to mine the candidate answer set 

requires more time and cost effective, since it uses out-of-date filtering and verification 

framework, insufficient feature set extraction, pivot element selection and subtree patterns 

finding, and so on. In addition, sub-graph isomorphic testing does not meet all the constraints 

from graph index. To overwhelm the aforementioned issues, distributed and parallel processing 

framework is introduced, namely MapReduce. It takes the multiple graph queries at a time and 
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produces the result in a minimum execution time [16]. Instead of running multiple graph queries 

in a parallel mode, each query response time must be improved and it uses many maps and 

reduces operations to find the frequent subgraphs. Query logs based dynamic change update in 

index is a hot topic and application to the current fields (chem-informatics and biology). It helps 

to improve the search quality through better score functions since query logs show the user 

pPapers. According to the query logs, graph is redesigned [12].  

II.  RESEARCH GAPS 

2.1  Problem Statement  

 In a large scale graph database 𝐺𝐷 =  {𝑔1, 𝑔2, … , 𝑔𝑛}, given a query graph 𝑞, the 

subgraph search algorithm must be return all database graphs have 𝑞 as a subgraph. There are 

three parties are involved in authenticated query search namely, Data Owners 𝐷𝑂𝑖 (𝑖 = 1,2 … 𝑛), 

Service Providers 𝑆𝑃𝑖  (𝑖 = 1, 2 … 𝑛) and Clients (𝑖 = 1, 2 … 𝑛). Given the results from 𝐷, we 

look for an effective authentication scheme where client can verify the results in two 

perspectives (soundness and completeness) returned by the 𝑆𝑃𝑖. The client query response time 

𝑞ℝ𝒯 must be lower to show the high QoS from the 𝑆𝑃 and it is computed by follows:  

𝑞ℝ𝒯 =  𝐺𝐼𝑡 +  |𝐶𝑎𝑠(𝑞)| × (𝐷𝐼/𝑜 (𝑡) + 𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑆𝐺 (𝑡)) 

Where 𝐺𝐼𝑡 is the graph index time, |𝐶𝑎𝑠(𝑞)| is the size of the candidate answer set, 

𝐷𝐼/𝑜 (𝑡) is the disk I/O time, and 𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑆𝐺 (𝑡) is the isomorphism testing time.  

The design of graph index based authenticated query search scheme must meets the 

following unique properties: (1). Graphs may change over the time dynamically and the frequent 

changes are required in vertices/edges insert, delete, and update, (2). Graph must be similar 

according to context and structure so that the accuracy of the graph becomes higher. Hence, 

|𝐶𝑎𝑠(𝑞)| must be relevant. (3). Graph must meet all the constraints during subgraph isomorphic 

testing algorithm. In this case, we prune the false positive answers. (4). And the answer set 𝛢𝕊𝑖 

for the client 𝑖 must satisfy the following security properties data integrity, and QoS.  

2.2 Specific Problem Definition  
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Fan et al. [16] proposes merkle IFTree, which is an integration of two trees such as 

merkle hash tree and intersection aware feature subgraph tree (IFTree). This IFTree aim to 

reduce I/O on the subgraph query paradigm called filtering and verification framework. This 

combined structure is presented for verification objects (VO) and authentication time reduction. 

Then in final response time is minimized. This paper mainly addresses the authentication issue in 

subgraph query search. To deal with the features reduction, a higher order feature namely 

partially overlapping features (POF) is used which are considered to be the individual features.  

Problems –  

 In set of features detection, one-constraint is missing i.e. self-loop. A node must be occur 

once in the feature set when it presence is only once in a query q 

 It is only suited for stable database and it does not focused on index updating.  

 In merkle hash tree, SHA-256 is used for hash generation. It is not much stronger and 

robust to hash.  

 For client’s side verification, data owner must share their public key for verification 

objects. When consider scalability, it is not sufficient since number of owners and 

number of clients participation is increasing nowadays.  

Proposed Solutions –  

 In this graph indexing scheme, we perform iterative index update for each successful 

query processing. In this stage, we perform the following tasks:  

- Find a least useful feature in the database and remove it 

- Add a new feature according to the feedback from the client 

 When we use optimal features then we can perform fast query match.  

 For graph indexing, we use Refined Artificial Fractal Tree Index which is the fast graph 

index tree algorithm. We generate the hash values using SHA-3 for graph hash generation 

in the blockchain.  

Peng et al. [17] subgraph similarity search is executed in the large graph databases. 

Authors of this paper have proposed a filtering and verification scheme and GMtree is proposed 
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as an authentication friendly metric index. In addition, GMtree is optimized using sampling-

based pivot element and derived small VO objects to be transmit for the client who requests the 

query q. This sampling approach selects the pivots and hence the candidate set is reduced and the 

overall query processing time is minimized.  

Problems– 

 Pivot selection is an optimization approach in graph indexing and query processing, 

which produces the small size candidate set as possible |Cq|, but in real-world cases, |Cq| 

must be relevant as possible. Further, the time complexity for pivot selection in GMTree 

construction is very high  

 Only one pivot selection is not sufficient to optimize the GMTree and the constraint 

considered in this paper is to select the pivot with minimum vertex covers, which is not 

an optimal solution.   

 As usual, indexing is a way to speed up the query processing, but when the size of the 

data graph increases, we must consider in the following aspects: how to face the memory 

overheads, how to minimize the index generation time and how to speed up the query 

processing. This GMTree is does not consider these constraints so that it does not 

effective for the upcoming applications.  

 This paper does not fully mitigate to supply the tampering results from service providers.  

Proposed Solutions –  

 In this study, we focused on |Cq| must be relevant as possible. For that we select the more 

than feature set based on the multiple constraints. These features are mined based on the 

isomorphic testing scheme.  

Authors in [3] focused on the individual needs of the users and proposed a dynamic top-k 

interesting subgraph query processing. Authors of this paper proposed a new graph topology 

feature index (GTSF index) which is covered by the node topology feature index (NTF index) 

and an edge feature index (EF index). These indexes are used to prune and filter out the invalid 
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nodes and edges that do not meet the constraints in graph. In order to reduce the candidate sets, 

multi-factor candidate set filtering strategy is presented.  

Problems–  

 An interval based topology change is executed in this paper and local updates are 

implemented to avoid huge overhead in indexing since global updates will increase the 

overhead.  

 Query error is required to be computed according to the subgraph isomorphic testing. 

Proposed Solutions –  

 In order to update the index globally, we search in the root of the Dendrimer-based 

Fractal Index and according to the query error we update the index  

 Thus, topology is changed with the query logs (Clients feedback).  

Authors in [4] two-level index is proposed, which considers the frequent structure 

mapping and label value aggregation. This index scheme finds the subgraph that similar to the 

query structure, and then prunes and filters based on the constraint of search range. Further, an 

incremental dynamic maintenance scheme is proposed to update the index partially, which 

avoids the global update in high cost.   

Problems –  

 In this paper, frequent structure mapping index is generated and stored into D for each 

graph 𝑔1 … 𝑔𝑛, which is high computational overhead when index is updated 

 In inserting edges and vertices operations, it traverses from the newly inserted vertices or 

edges. It minimizes the computational cost of the graph traversal, but the index is 

imbalanced.  

Proposed Solutions –  

 Feature set index is generated for each data graph in database 𝐷, which is generated on 

the basis of multiple constraints and it is changed according to the query error 
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 When we want to insert new edges or vertices in index, we traverse from the left child 

and right child and then the root node.  

Sun et al. [5] proposed a fast top-k graph similarity search algorithm to achieve the high 

classification and less processing time. With the use of similarity measure and subtree patterns 

(0-hop and 1-hop), graphs are resulted based on 𝑞. Feature vector similarity is computed for 

feature matrix 𝑊 of a graph database 𝐺 and the feature vector 𝑉 of a query 𝑞. Based on the 

feature vectors, clusters are formed by the graph feature vectors. Then the hierarchical 

representative matrices are generated.  

Problems–  

 A hierarchical representative matrix index is a space-consuming operation for large size 

of datasets. In addition, subtree patterns are increases for large query graph in that case 0-

hop and 1-hop results the false answer set and also it consumes large storage space.  

 In order to construct the feature vector similarity between the graph and query, huge time 

is needed.  

Proposed Solutions –  

 Dendrimer-Fractal Index is a lightweight indexing scheme suited for large scale data 

graphs and we tested this indexing scheme for 15million datasets.  

 We used MapReduce algorithm with the Structural Similarity and Semantic Similarity for 

the graph and query so it runs in a parallel mode and requires very less amount of time.  

III. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS   

 To deal with the problems formulated in graph index and query processing, in this 

research we proposed a novel MapReduce and Blockchain technology for query processing and 

the authenticated query search, respectively. We proposed a Triune (three) layered architecture 

as follows:  

1. Data Generation Layer (consists of data owners) 

2. Data Storage Layer (Blockchain to preserve query and data privacy) 
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3. Service Layer (consists of clients) 

In each layer, we will perform the operations to graph index construction and authenticated 

query search and processing, which are follows:  

(1). Data Owners Authentication using Blockchain Technology  

 Initially data owners authenticated to the blockchain server using Four-Q-Curve 

cryptography algorithm. It is an asymmetric cryptography which performance is better than the 

ECC, RSA. In this algorithm, we generate two different keys (public and private key) for 

authentication. These keys are stored in the blockchain server so it does not hacked by the 

attackers.  

    Then, the DO holds a graph database and it first generated by the Dendrimer-based Fractcal 

Index, which is a new index structure outperforms than the binary tree, MHT, and also the 

traditional indexes. This index will improve the sub-graphs query processing in terms of 

accuracy, response time and space constraints.   In order to enumerate the structures in the graph 

database, we determine the feature set for each graph in D. It is based on the partially 

overlapping and stores all possible feature sets in the database. A Belief Entropy Function is 

computed to find the optimum set of features for each graph. This entropy function is based on 

the Deng Entropy which functions by the probability interval analysis from the lower and upper 

bound values. In this way, we construct the graph index for graphs in database. A typical 

structure of this index is depicted in follows:  

(2). Query Privacy Preservation  

Preservation of data privacy and query privacy is achieved through this technology and it is 

based on two algorithms: MHT for indexing and double SHA-256 for hashing. These two 

algorithms does not support for complex and large size of graph. In addition, it integrity property 

is less achieved. Due to these effects, we presented a SHA-3 algorithm for hashing the index 

instead of use the double SHA-256. We store the index from DO into the block. Block Head and 

Body attributes are depicted in the system architecture.  
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(3). Query Processing and Answer Set Retrieval  

  In this step, we compute the candidate subgraphs (answer set) consists of graphs similar to 

q. We first find the optimum set of features for a given query q using Belief Entropy and the 

parameters used for feature set identification is follows:  

 Superior (frequent node) type of node  

 Node degree  

 Number of adjacent nodes  

For each feature set, we apply parallel processing paradigm called MapReduce to choose the 

subgraph from large scale database. It is well suited for the real world dataset with decreases the 

size and complexity. In the mapping step, subgraphs are determined. For determined set, we 

apply two similarity functions as follows: (1). Structural similarity, and (2). Semantic similarity  

These two similarity constraints must meet for all the candidate graphs in the answer set. In 

the Reduce stage, this will be accomplished. Then we have done the Subgraph Isomorphic 

Testing for the result set. The list of parameters considered for evaluation can be seen in the 

system architecture.  

(4). Query Logs Feedback Index Update  

It is one of the novel steps in this research and it is done according to the Query Error (QE). 

For each successful query running, we computed the query error. Based on the QE, we globally 

update the index. We use the Post Order Traversal (Left-Right-Root Traversal), which is apt for 

dynamic update and avoids the computational overhead and high cost. The following update 

operations are used in this research: (1). Insert Vertex, (2). Insert Edge, (3). Insert Feature, (4). 

Delete Vertex, (5). Delete Edge and (6). Delete Feature. This application is suited and 

investigated for two kinds of applications as Chemical Compound Analysis, and Protein Protein 

Interaction Analysis. Experiments are conducted for three kinds of datasets as AIDS Antiviral 

Screen Database, DBLP Dataset, and PubChem Dataset.  

Performance Evaluation  
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   The evaluation parameters are follows:  

 Tree Building Time vs. Number of Graphs  

 Tree Hashing Time vs. Number of Graphs 

 Query Response Time vs. Number of Queries  

 Authentication Time vs. Number of Users  

 Communication Overhead vs. Number of Data Owners  

 Storage and Security Analysis  

- Time Complexity 

- Space Complexity  

- Security Strength  

 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  
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IV. PRIOR WORKS  

Paper 1 

Title – Efficient processing of all-k-nearest-neighbor queries in the MapReduce programming 

framework 

Concept – In this paper, an efficient processing of all KNN queries are processed using 

MapReduce framework. This work is executed in parallel and distributed environment i.e. 

Hadoop environment. For a given two points such as query q, and training set T, then KNN finds 

the nearest neighbors for a given query q in T. It is computed according to the distance metric.  

Limitations –  

 MapReduce based framework is efficient, but it requires some computations to find the 

results in the Map stage.  

Paper 2 
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Title – Supergraph Search in Graph Databases via Hierarchical Feature-Tree 

Concept – This paper proposes novel indexing and query processing methods and in 

indexing, optimum set of features is selected from the graphs. Feature tree is constructed with 

consists of all sized features. In query processing, lightweight graph compression technique is 

proposed and then the answers inclusion optimization is invoked. A high quality result is 

predicted and thus the computational cost is minimized.  

Limitations –  

 Results are tampered due to lack of privacy and service providers may frequently change 

the index.  

Paper 3 

Title – Fast graph similarity search via hashing and its application on image retrieval 

Concept – In this paper, similarity search is implemented for large graph database by fast 

algorithm. The problem of K-NN (K-nearest neighbor) based similarity search is concentrated 

and presented locality sensitive hashing (LSH) is proposed. For each query, Euclidean distance 

space is invoked with the graph database. It is conducted for the image retrieval and images are 

considered to be attributes in graph.   

Limitations –  

 Vector-based graph representation consumes larger time 

 LSH method requires high storage space  

Paper 4 

Title – UniWalk: Unidirectional Random Walk Based Scalable SimRank Computation over 

Large Graph 

Concept – Authors of this paper has proposed Monte Carlo based method called as 

UniWalk to address the large search space and time overhead issues in handling large graphs. 
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UniWalk allows to compute the top-k and fast SimRank in the large set of graphs. In this work, 

intermediate results are not generated, which minimizes the query processing time.  

Limitations –  

 Experimental results show that the UniWalk-graph indexing is better in terms of time, but 

the answer set is not effective and it is possible to tamper by the SP or insider attackers.  

Paper 5 

Title – Improving the Effectiveness of Keyword Search in Databases using Query Logs 

Concept – This paper investigates keyword search in large scale database according to 

the query logs. Query logs are collected or generated from the users and it considered to find the 

user pPapers. In database, query logs are ranked to select the top-k results and it give as an input 

to re-design the data graph.  

Limitations –  

 For each feedback from the user, graph must be redesigned and the top-k rank based 

graph change leads to large false positive answers.  

Paper 6 

Title – LKAQ: Large-scale Knowledge Graph Approximate Query Algorithm 

Concept – This paper attempts to enable approximate query processing on large scale 

knowledge graphs. It is referred as LKAQ and this scheme is enabled to control the trade-off 

between the accuracy, in-memory usage and accuracy. In this paper, authors developed two 

kinds of indexes such as M-index and I-index.  

Limitations –  

 Complex processing with approximate query given  

 Individual index construction requires more storage space  
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Paper 7 

Title – PGAS: Privacy-preserving graph encryption for accurate constrained shortest distance 

queries 

Concept – The constrained shortest distance (CSD) query is focused in this paper to find 

the shortest distance between two vertices of a graph. Today works in a graph query search are 

leaks sensitive information. Some of them have addressed this issue with the privacy preserved 

encryption scheme. In this paper, graph encryption is instigated by the structured encryption (SE) 

algorithm 

Limitations –  

 Data confidentiality is satisfied, but the authentication is failed. Hence adversary may try 

to access the index.  

Paper 8 

Title – Incremental feature selection for efficient classification of dynamic graph bags 

Concept – This paper proposes a new concept called graph bag, which comprised of web 

pages, XML documents, images and drugs. Dynamic bag classification is implemented in this 

paper and very informative feature set (top feature set) is considered to deal with the stream of 

bags. Finally classifies the dynamic bags.  

Limitations –  

 Feature selection at each time point increases the time complexity  

Paper 9 

Title – BMMI-tree: A Peer-to-Peer m-ary tree using 1-m node splitting for an efficient 

multidimensional complex query search 

Concept – In this paper, balanced multiway multidimensional indexing tree is proposed 

in the application of Peer-to-Peer (P2P). This index structure is suited for the complex query 
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processing. A tree traversal for the adjacency nodes can be in the following: (1). Traverse the 

first subtree in Inorder, (2). Traverse the node and (3). Traverse the residual subtree in Inorder.  

Limitations –  

 Time complexity and space complexity is very large  

Paper 10 

Title – Hierarchical Clustering-Based Graphs for Large Scale Approximate Nearest Neighbor 

Search 

Concept – In this paper, hierarchical multiple clustering algorithms is presented which 

follows minimum spanning tree structure to link all the entities in clusters. This graph is built by 

the results from multiple hierarchical clustering. The prime objective of this paper is to find the 

nearest point to the query with a few number of distance computations.  

Limitations –  

 Graph index construction and nearest neighbors searching is very simple, not suited for 

complex and large graph databases.  

Paper 11 

Title – MSP: Multiple Sub-graph Query Processing using Structure-based Graph Partitioning 

Strategy and MapReduce 

Concept – This paper proposes a new MapReduce-based multiple subgraph query 

processing technique under distributed environment. Two works are focused in this paper such as 

graph partition and indexing, which is called as structure based partitioning and distributed 

integrated graph index. One of the advantages of these approaches is minimize the search space 

of query graphs.  

Limitations –  
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 Feature set-based or pivot-based subgraphs mining will further reduce the searching time 

and improve the performance of graph index  

Paper 12 

Title – Efficient graph similarity search in external memory 

Concept – This paper addresses the problem of scalability i.e. to handle large graph 

databases. The issue of graph similarity in graph edits distance constraint in external memory. 

This paper builds q-gram matrix index stored in hybrid layout. Experiments are conducted for 

the PubChem dataset includes 25 million chemical structure graphs.  

Limitations –  

 Edit distance threshold must be adaptive to retrieve the graphs similar to the query graph  

Paper 13 

Title – Automatic Diagnosis with Efficient Medical Case Searching based on Evolving Graphs 

Concept – Graph mining is a new concept that widely used in several application fields. 

Medical case finding is one of the application cases for automatic diagnosis. On the multimodal 

medical data, graph similarity search is instigated. Lazy learning algorithm is presented to search 

over the graph database and it speedup the graph similarity search.  

Limitations –  

 Health information is sensitive which may hack by the adversary. For this case, privacy is 

needed to avoid the malicious behaviors.  

Paper 14 

Title – Answering Top-k Graph Similarity Queries in Graph Databases 

Concept – In this paper, maximum common subgraph based top-k results (sub-graphs) 

are determined in the large set graph. One of the problems in previous work is that same 
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threshold value for graphs with smaller distances. Totally, maximum common subgraph is 

reduced by the lower and upper bounds. In addition, pruning is supported with the design of 

effective indexes.  

Limitations –  

 When the maximum common sub-graph is increasing then the memory overhead for 

query processing in index is also higher  

 Probability based threshold for each query is required to improve the accuracy  

Paper 15 

Title – On spatio-temporal blockchain query processing 

Concept – In this paper, spatio-temporal scheme is proposed for query processing over 

the blockchain environment. Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)-based blockchain is introduced as a 

new traversal algorithm that handles spatio-temporal queries on block-DAG. For each query, two 

searches are executed such as space range search and time range search. Further, authentication 

is tracked for the set of entities using public key or hashed account.  

Limitations –  

 Authentication of entities is not stronger and it result the poor performance.  
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